
 
 
SHORT COURSE DETAILS 
 

SWE08611:  WATERCOLOUR PAINTING – STRUCTURE, PATTERN AND TEXTURE 
 

Tutor:    AMBER HALSALL (replacing Suzanne Balchin) 
 

Dates:    WEEKEND  FRIDAY 22 MARCH – SUNDAY 24 MARCH 
 
 

ABOUT YOUR COURSE: 
 

Be inspired by curious natural forms as you explore the dynamic relationships between structure, 
pattern and texture.  On this course you will create a descriptive studio based painting, inspired by a 
range of subject matter, including crystals, shells, skulls, fossils and emergent plant forms.  You will study 
growth and display patterns, the detailed textural form, and the ‘Fibonacci Sequence’ towards the 
formation of structure and geometry in nature, and create painting worksheets for future reference. 
 

There will be tutor demonstrations throughout the course supported by one to one tuition to achieve 
successful outcomes.  
 

We begin by examining how artists have arranged natural structures and expressed pattern and texture 
in their work. You will: 
 

-  Learn how to plot, map and measure an accurate design, consider positive and negative space along 
with visual editing. 

-  Alongside your painting build a worksheet of experimental techniques for future reference. 
-  Use under painting to make a loose watery template to establish basic structure. 
-  Experiment with and analyse colour, make a short hand swatch to use as reference alongside your 

painting. 
-  Explore the transparent possibilities of the medium. 
-  Use dry brush technique to build a myriad of layers to achieve optical colour and intricate form. 
-  Learn how to apply body colour to form soft opaque layers and sharp highlighted textures. 
-  Experiment with and apply creative mark making expressing pattern and textural nuances. 
-  Create a harmonious conclusion to your composition with accenting and glazing techniques to 

synthesize the work.  
 

On completion of the course you will have developed your knowledge and understanding of 
watercolour techniques, experienced the process and application to successfully complete a finished 
painting.  You will also take with you a set of worksheets for future reference. 
 

LEVEL: INTERMEDIATE   
Skills development.  For those who have taken a related course or have some existing skills.  The focus 
is on further developing and building of skills working towards independent practice. 
 

Is there anything a potential student needs to be able to do to succeed on this course? 
Patience and good eyesight or good glasses as you will be working in close detail.  
 

ABOUT YOUR TUTOR: 
Amber trained at the University of Creative Arts in Canterbury. She then went on to specialise in 
watercolour and coloured pencil in Botanical Art. She currently works on private commissions and 
teaches Botanical and watercolour classes at Kent Adult Education centres. Her work is highly detailed 
with a contemporary style. She is a Fellow member of the Society of Botanical Artists and exhibits 
regularly in London and Germany . She has sold work to private collections in the UK, Germany, France 
and China. 
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TIMETABLE: 
 

Arrival day: Friday 22 March 
 

From 4.00pm Arrival for residential students 
5.30pm  Workshops available for dropping off equipment and materials  
6.45pm  Non-residential students please arrive by 6.45pm for welcome chat and dinner 
7.00pm  Dinner 
8.00pm–9.00pm First teaching session – attendance is an essential part of the course. 

An introduction to the course, techniques and approaches of the tutor, 
followed by an initial watercolour exercise exploring the 'landscape of structure, 
pattern and texture'. 

 

Other days: Saturday 23 March 
 

9.15am  Morning classes start 
10.30am  Coffee 
11.00am  Morning classes continue 
12.45pm  Lunch 
2.00pm  Afternoon classes 
3.30pm  Tea 
4.00pm  Afternoon classes continue 
5.00pm  Classes finish 
From 6.30pm Dinner 
8.00pm  Evening working: workshops are available up to 10pm for those wishing to work 

on providing this has been discussed with the tutor. These sessions are untutored. 
 

Departure day: Sunday 24 March 
 

(Residential students to vacate rooms by 10am) 
 

9.15am  Morning classes start 
10.30am  Coffee 
11.00am  Morning classes continue 
12.45pm  Lunch 
2.00pm  Afternoon classes 
3.00pm  Classes finish, please vacate workshop by 3.30pm 
3.30pm  Tea then departure 
 
 

MATERIALS FOR YOUR COURSE: 
We have a generously stocked craft shop, which opens daily from 8.30am–2pm. 
For any materials you need to purchase from the shop, we suggest you do so during the first morning of 
your course, after having discussed with your tutor. 
 

Available from the Shop: 
Drawing – A range of pencils including HB and a propelling pencil, sharpener and eraser. 
Sketch Book – A4.  
Paper – A3 Hot pressed watercolour paper (smooth) or a pre- stretched watercolour block would be 
ideal.  Good quality papers include Fabriano, Arches and Saunders. 
2 sheets of A2 Cartridge paper for experimental work. 
 

Brushes – A variety of good quality brushes, fine pointed types should be included, such as sizes – 6 – 2 
– 0 – 000. 
 

Paint – A range of watercolours – tubes are preferable, pans will be okay if you have them.  
Suggested Colours: Lemon Yellow, Cadmium Yellow, Yellow Ochre, Vermillion, Alizarin Crimson, 
Permanent Rose, Violet Hue, Cerulean Blue, Ultramarine, Viridian, Sap Green, Burnt Umber 
 

Palette: Small watercolour palette. 
 

Please bring any of the above, if you have them, and in addition: 
Digital camera recommended. 
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HEALTH AND SAFETY:  
The tutor instructs students in health and safety issues relevant to this course.  There are no health and 
safety restrictions on access to this studio/teaching space in the absence of the tutor.  All Personal 
Protection Equipment, apart from footwear, is provided by the College. 
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